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Introduction

In April, 1970, Thompson, Callen and <'lolken I'l,2] published the first

of two Texas AR8 University Sea Grant Reports. The first bulletin contained

a deterministic optimal control model of a shrimp fishing firm in addition

to much background information on the industry and justification for the

model specification. The second publication contained;n extension of the

model as first presented that took into account unkno~m, but random future

catch and shrimp price and a constraint that required solvency to be main-

tained with a high probability based on the probability distributions of the

random price and catch.

In this study, the original deterministic model is extended to require

the purchase of integer  positive! numbers of vessels. Fractions could be

purchased in the original application t '1], but industry representatives

suggested that a more realistic specification would require the purchase of'

integer numbers of vessels. This extension is significant in cases in ''hich

holding companies cannot be formed readily to overcome capital indivisibilities.

Integer requirements clearly restrict the growth of the firm's phy ical

capital and, in turn, net worth over o finite planning horizon. If holding

companies could be utilized without additional cost, vessel owners could

clearly experience a faster rate of net worth accumulation. However, because

capital indivisibilities have rat genexally been overcome in the shrimp

fishing industry the integer restriction is necessary for the mode3 to be

reflective of industry conditions.



The paper also serves to illustrate the importance of following an

optimal strategy. Alternative strategies are compared with the optimal one

in terms of net worth, net profits per year and accumulated net profits.

The strategy that produces optimum net worth also performs best otherwise.

Using the same initial net worth and the same parameter values three

alternative investment strategies were employed with respect to shrimp vessel

purchases. Strategy 1, a conservative one, was to purchase no additional fishing

capacity and retai~ all cash flows net of debt repayment as savings. In

Strategies II and Ill, three additional boats were purchased. In Strategy II,

a fairly confortable savings cushion $43,~0 was accumulated before the second

boat was purchased. Additional purchases were made as soon as available cash

was sufficient for a doom payment. Strategy III was the mixed-integer-linear

programming solution to the investment problem. Xt reflects the optimal

boat purchases for the given model and parameter values. In Strategy III the

decision rule generated was to buy additional boats as soon as savings were

sufficient to make a down payment. In each of the three strategies, borrowings

were optimizecl usin- linear programming.

2. Dynamic iIodel for a Shrimp Fishing Firm

Descri tion of the model.

In the model, the objective of the fisherman is to maximize the

amount of savings held in the last year of the decision-making period,

zT, less the amount of indebtedness outstanding at, that time, yT, plus

the value of the boats owned in the last year with an allowance being

made for technological depreciation, !, and inflatio~ in purchase prices,
T

Z ptvtvt. There are three sets of difference equations and also three
t=O

sets of inequality restrictions limiting the size of this objective. There



is one other set of constraints restricting the boat purchases in each period

v to have integer values. Indebtedness, yt, savings, zt, and boats owned, xt,

are the state  stock! variables in the model; boat purchases, v , and

borrowings, w , are the control  flow! variables' Initial values of the

state variables � number of boats, indebtedness, and savings--are taken as given;

final values to the state variables are determined. as a part of the solution

to the problem.

Xn each year t, the shrimp fisherman in the model must repay a specified

percentage of the indebtedness outstanding at the end of the previous yeax ~

In case the fisherman chooses to borrow in year t, he cannot borrow more than

a fraction of the value of the boat investment in that year. That is, the

fishing firm can only box'xow money for the purchase of new boats; and in

every case, the fisherman must have enough savings in the bank to cover the

difference between the maximum loan value and the investment in boats.

Letting K denote the fraction  maximum! of the boat investment that can be

borrowed, the upper-limit for borx'owings in year t is Kw v , whexe v is the

purchase pxice  per boat! and v is the number of boats bought. Me may now
t

state the inequality restrictions on wt as follows:

0   wt < Kv v , t = 1, 2, , ~ ., T 1 ~

These restrictions mean that in any year t borrowings, which must clearly be

non-negative, may occur only if new boats are purchased, and then they

cannot exceed the fraction K of the investment vtvt.

In the model, we do not allow the fisherman to sell boats He can

only purchase boats during the decision-making period:

Furthermore the fisherman may only buy integer numbers of boats:



vt a member of I, t = 1, ..., T,

where I is the set of integers.

Since some time is generally necessary between the time when the

decision is made to buy a boat, and the boat is operational, the number

of boats operated in year t was specified to be the number owned at

the end of year t-1; and accordingly boat purchases in the last year of the

planning period were specified to be zeros Thus, the change in the number

of boats owned is described as follows:

�.4! xt � x, . = v , x given, t = 1, 2$ ~ ~ ~ f T-1,
t 1 t o

I - XT =0, so that vT� - O.

In accordance with the final purchase assumption above, borrowings

in the last year are also specified to be zero. Moreover, since the

fisherman must always repay in year t a fraction f' of the indebtedness

owed at the end of the previous year, the change in indebtedness is as

fol lows:

- Ry , y given, t = I, 2, ~ ... -1,

yT-yT =-Ry

To describe the fishing firm's cash flow, it is helpful to have the

following symbols: y is the exvessel price received by the owner in year t

after the lay is paid; X, is the expected catch per boat in pounds of shrimp;

3 is the sundry expense associated with the fishing operation; 6 is the

interest rate paid on debt;   is the interest rate earned in savings; a is

the income tax rate; B is the cost of operating a fishing boat in year t;

and g  v.! is the depreciation allowed in year t on the boats purchased in

year i. Then the difference equations describing the firm's cash flaw are.



z given, t= 1, 2, ..., T-1,

zT � zT 1 = - ByT 1 +  » - BT!xT 1 - 7 - |'yT 1 + gzT 1

In every year except the last one, the cash flow or change in savings

is equal to the change in indebtedness less the boat investment plus the

earnings retained after taxes. Before tax earnings equal net revenues

to the boat owner and interest earnings on savings less interest payments

on debt. In calculations in this paper discounted net profits after taxes

will be regarded as the retained earnings after taxes. Such a definition

implies that no personal allowances are used from the earnings in case the

ownership is nonmorporate and that no dividends are declared if ownership

is corporate. If a boat is owner-operated, of course, the captain's share

of the lay also goes to the owner and is an additional element of profit

that our definition overlooks.

Initially, the fishing firm is regarded as having a given amount of

fishing capacity, x ! 0, with possibly some indebtedness, y > 0.
0 0

may or may not have any savings at the beginning of the period, z ! 0.

The parameters in the model, which are denoted. by Greek letters,

are all positive with cr, 4, g, P, and l  being less than unity It is also

assumed that



Mathematical statement of the decision-maki model.

discrete-time control problem.

T

MaXimize I = E - y + 7,;L-.1.v.
1 1 1

1W

satisfying the difference equations

 I 1! xt - xt 1 = vt, x given and positive

T T-1

 I 2! yt � y = w - Ry, y given and non-negative,

T T-1 yT-1 '

t-1

g   i!],
i=O

z given and non-negative,

and satisfying the inequalities

 I.b! w ! o

 l.g! v   <gv

�.6! z� ! O

 I.7! v > 0

11 2! ~ ~ ~ 1 T 1t

t 1y 2y e ~ ~ y

1 ! 2f y ~ ~ y Ty

- ~ ~ ! T-"~

 I.8! vt is a member of I,
the set o f integers, t = 1, 2, ..., T-1

In this section, the model described above is formally stated as a



Solving the difference equations in I.1, I.2, and I.$ for their

respective "closed-form" solutions, the state variables can be stated

in terms of their initial values and the unknown control variables:

�.6! x = x + P v.
t o

i=1

t
y = y �-P!'+ Z w.�-P!'-',

o 3.
3,=1

3,

zt = z Qt + P [w. � y.v. + qx. + wry, + .095cr Z y,v.1 t1 . 2 1 3. I, 1-1 i-1 . O j

�.>!

�.8!

+  cr-1	]g .
ti

where vT � 0 = wT, g  v. ! =,091 q-.v.
T' t i ii

ai =  yr,!�-~! � �-a!ei,

rr = 0 a-1! � p,

qt. = �+I!

~=5�a!, i=1,2..., tandt=1, 2, ..., T.

t

zt-C + ZwPt. + pv Dt.t t . i ti , " i ti
1=1 1=1

�.e!

where

t t

C = 7 Q . [ A. + .091m !x +  a-1�] + >y Z Q .Xt . ti m o o o. 1ti
i=1 1=1

+ �+1 !z ~t1o t1
1g 2y ~ ~ ~ y T 1

X=1-P

Ptt 4t! t 1! 2i ~ ~ ~ e

Substituting the closed-form solution for xt and also yt from �.6!

and �.7! into �.8!, we obtain the following solution for z in terms of

the initial values for the states, the unknown controls, and the parameters:



3. = 1g 2g t-1 and t = 2... ~, T-1

D v Q p t 1 y 2p ~ ~ ~ q T 1
tt t tt

t t

Dt. � p g,Q, + .Q91o1.
j =i+1 ~ ~ g =y+1

i=1, 2, .. ~, t-'! andt=2, ~ ~ ~ ! T !

T-1 T-1
z=p»P.+pvD.+C

i=1 i=1
3. T3, . i T2.

where

c = �+1'!c + .091 1 x a +  cr-1!% + a~ + >y x
0 0 T 0 0

DT. � g + �tI'!DT . + .091a1., i = 1, 2, ~ ~, T-1Ti T-1 ~L 3.

R,. = �p!, i=1,2, ..., tandt=1, 2, ..., T.t3.

The Linear Pro rammin Model

T-1 T-1
Maximize 1=a+ ZBv + 7A»

t t t 1 t t

subject to the inequality restrictions

c-'y o ~ ' ~ 1 T 1

1, 2, ~ ~ ~, T 1 ~

Substituting the solutions above for the state variables � x , y ,

z --into the objective function and the inequality restrictions of thet

control model, the state variables  and the difference equations describing

them! are removed from the problem. The resulting problem is the folio»ing

linear programming model-'



2y ~ ~ y! T

~ ~ ~1, 2,

 II.5! vt is a member of I, t = 1, 2... ~, T-1

where

At Tt � RT �-8!! t = 1, 2~ ~ ~ i T

+ !t+t1 t 1! 2! ~ ~ ~ 1 T t

Ta=CT+ I< ex � yy,, and
ooo

I is the set of all integers.

Letting
t-1

0 0 0 0ht  1q ~ ~ ~ y wt 1y v1q ~ ~ ~ y vt 1! � + Z t w
1=1

t-1

+ 7 Dt v., t =ti i' 2t ~ ~ ~ 0

inequality II.3 may be expressed as follows in terms of the non-negative

function ht.

vtvt + ht ! 0> t = 1, 2» ~ ~ ~ T-1 ~

An Investment Strategy From the Nodel

As done in the first report L1], the model developed above is applied

to a relatively small shrimp fishing firm operating 73 foot steel hull

trawlers. Our aim is to illustrate how a shrimp fisherman having a given

amount of physical and money capital might use the model to obtain guidelines

for investment and financial decision-making.
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Initial state values and values of the arameters considered.

In this application, the value of x, is specified to be one boat.
0

That is, the model firm is initially operating one 7$ foot steel hull

trawler. lt is further visualized that this boat was purchased at the end

of 1969 for a price of $100,000 and was completely outfitted for shrimp

fishing. The model fisherman had 830,000 in cash with a minimum down-

payment of 525,000 being made on the boat: K = .75, y = 575,000, and
0

z = ."5,000. The loan contract requires the indebtedness to be repaid at

rate of 10% yearly starting at the end of the first year with interest  in-

cluding mortgage incurance! at 95 percent annually: 9 = .10 and   = .095.

This borrowing rate, which reflects 1969 conditions may be somewhat high st

the end of 1970 and may continue to decline. The interest rate on savings

is specified. to be 55 percent annually, the present maximum rate on

savings deposits:   = ,055

Since it i quite common for owners of vessels like this one to

obtain 65 percent of the gross revenues with the captain and first

mate  who pay for all of the groceries! receiving the other 35 percent,

the net price per pound of shrimp landed is specified to be 65 percent

of the exvessel price in year t, et. That is, yt �� 65 ct The exvessel

price for shrimp in year t e was determined by the equation developed in

Thompson et al. [2, p 'l0]:

ln e = 4.4725 + 0.0176t

The above equation gives estimates of the exvessel average price of shrimp

with landings at the mean value of the period 1958 through 1967 and a

projected 1.5 percent rate of growth in real per capita income. The 1.5

percent rate of growth in real per capita income reflects the slow rate of

growth of the late 1950's This rate of growth appears reasonable as opposed

to a faster rate of growth observed in the middle 1960's.
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To convert to money terms, the projected prices from this equation are

multiplied by the value of the consumer price index  with base 1957/59

100! for 1969, 1.277, and by a price inflating factor of 1.5 percent in e;ch

year thereafter. Taking the product of the projected price and the expected

annual landing per vessel with an adjustment for the lay fraction, the

oMner's expected annual revenue per vessel was obtained The expected

annual landing per vessel ~ used in this study was the average of the

landings per vessel obtained by the cooperating firms in the peri6d 1958

through 1969 �7,560 pounds of heads off shrimp!. There was, of course, a

steady rate of technological improvement in that period so that this

average is likely to be an underestimate of a 73 foot vessel's annual catch

potential. Thus, the value of the expected annual owner's revenue per

vessel for the stipulated 1.5 percent economic; � ,ro' th r..te 's : censerv.-.tive

estimate. It might have been further increased for expected technological

improvements.

From the cost records of cooperating firms, the annual cost of

operating a 73 foot trawler was found to be $30,000 in 1969. This cost

figure includes an allowance for overhead and insurance costs. Represent-

atives of firms interviewed indicated these costs have increased by 3

percent per year in recent years. Thus, the annual production cost per

vessel, v , was specified. to be 30,000 �.03! t

To reflect inflation, the purchase price of new vessels was specified

to increase at 3 percent per year: �.03	'
o

Straight line depreciation methods were used for tax purposes with

an 11 year depreciation period being used for a fully outfitted vessel.

This average was estimated on a value weighted basis from the records

of a number of fix'ms. The reciproical of this figure, .091, was the

depreciation fraction used for g v. !.



The initial value of the technical depreciation rate yl is .65 and is
0

based on the argument in Thompson et al. L1, p. 29], where u~t � I/�.044! t

Income for tax purposes is the sum of the revenue received by the

owner after the "lay" less operating costs, interest costs, and deprecia-

tion. The income tax rate, which is denoted by o, was taken to be 25 per-

cent of this figure. This rate was paid in the late 1960's by a number of

the small fishing firms studied..

In shrimp fishing, as in every business, there are sundry expenses

for a number of factors related to the firm. Some of these costs, it might

be argued, are not absolutely necessary for the operation of the business;

but for the sake of convenience  or acceptance!, they are commonly incurred.

Such costs are difficult to estimate. Thus, in this study, a base allow-

ance of $1200 per year was specified. for sundry expenses: 3 = $1200 '

In shrimp fishing, the captain and first mate of the vessel are com-

monly paid on a "lay" basis wherein they receive an agreed upon percentage

of the revenue earned by the vessel The third crew member, who is called

a header, is typically paid on a per box basis. An allowance for his wages

was included in the value of the production cost per vessel.

4. Application of the t@del to the Selection

of Optimal Investment Strategies

The sequential linear programming form of the model is evaluated for

the alternative investment strategies. In Strategy I the fisherman enters

year 1 with one boat, purchases no other boats and borrows no additional

capital. Capital accumulation is based strictly on the accumulation of

net retained earnings as savings and. the amortization of the initial debt in

Strategy I. Solutions for Strategy I for the period are presented in

Table 2.



In Strategy Il, three boats are purchased in periods 7,8, and 9 in

addition to the boat that was owned in the initial period. Through the

purchase of additional boats net worth at the terminal period was increased

by some 840,84$ and accumulated net, profits by some 5/6,699. Solutions

for Strategy II are given in Table 3.

In Strategy III the second boat was purchased as soon as sufficient

savings had accumulated to meet a down payment. Similarly the third and

fourth trawlers were acquired at the first opportunity. By acquizing

additional capacity as rapidly as possible, the terminal net worth was

increased over that of Strategy II by $20,961 and accumulated net profits

by 521, 187. Strategy III is the optimal mixed integer programming solution

to the problem. The purchase of fewer boats or boats in other periods will

either be infeasible or less profitable than Strategy lIl. Solutions for

the optimal strategy are given in Table 4 ~

It should be noted that the solutions to Strategies I and II given in

Table 4 and 3 respectively are optimal in a sense also. The numbers of

boats to be purchased. was first chosen in each case. Then the optimal

level for borrowings was obtained by linear programming techniques. In

Strategy III mixed integer programming was used to obtain both the optimal

boat purchases and the optimal borrowings per period.

The progress of the firm after the planning period with respect to net

worth, net profits and accumulated net profits aregiven in Figures 1, 2,

and $ respectively. The growth of the firm from Strategy I arises in the

growth of savings rather than additions to the number of boats. In Strategy

lI, the firm grows faster as a result of the increased revenue earning power

of the added boats. In Strategy III, the firm adds boats at the optimum

time and in the optimum number with correspondingly improved. results.
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ValueParameter

-- Debt repayment rate

-- purchase price per boat

V' -- technological depreciation
t

-- interest rate on debt

-- interest rate on savings

K -- financeable fraction of investment

8 -- operating costs per boat
t

o' -- rate of withdrawal from income for taxes

.10

$100,000 �.03!

1/�.044!

.095

.055

~ 75

$30,000 �.03!

t-1

Z g v.! -- the depreciation function for taxes
1

i=0

t-1

.091 Z ~. v.
i=o

x -- initial fishing capacitv

y -- initial indebtedness
0

z -- initial savings
0

1 boat

�5, 000

$5,000

TABLE 1. Values of parameters and initial state values specified.
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From the above discussion, it may appear that a shrimp fisherman should

buy additional boats, as manv as he can, as rapidly as he can save up a

down payment. If such were actually the case, this model would be of limited

use for the answer to the problem would be very well known. The reason for

this simplicity is that average price and catch were assumed to be known

and to be so high that the rate of return on additional shrimp boats was

greater than the rate of return on savings. Thompson et al. L1j was able ta

demonstrate periods in which the rate of return on savings was higher than

the rate of return on additional boats by utilizing altered price and catch

assumptions with a somewhat different model specification. Thompson's model

delineated years in which the best decision wa- to deplete all savings in

order to buy boats, years in which it was best not to buy boats regardless

of cash on hand, and years in which it was best to invest in a limited way

and also to maintain cash balances for future obligations.

The prices used by Thompson et al I Ij varied from $.52 to 5.65 per lb.

net of lay. Prices used. in the present study varied from $.76 to $1.36 ir.

periods 1 and 10, respectively. In the present study, the catch was assumed

at the industry mean 57,560 pounds but in Thompson's first study catch was

specified at 60,000, 70,000, and 80,000 pounds, It appears that the

investment climate in our model is only slightly more attractive than in

Thompson's because of the higher catches he assumed. In both studies,

catch and price are specified to be known in advance; a specification.

they did not need in the second study f2]. In the earlier models the boat

purchases may be any fraction of a boat and thus, do not appear to be

reflective of the industry as they might.

Our objective in this paper has been to illustrate a method obtaining

optimal investment strategies for shrimp fishermen. The objectives cf our
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figure 2
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Figure 3
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three-year Sea Grant Research Project have included �! the development of

models of optimal investment decisions in shrimp fishing; �! the refining of

those models to be reflective of industry conditions and. practices and be

practicable as a m,,nagement tool; and �! to disseminate the information for

use by fishermen. The first objective has been previously accomplished.

This paper was concerned with objectives 2 and 3.

To develop a practical management tool several refinements may be

relevant. Parameter values should be reevaluated with additional data, to

insure their reflectiveness. A study of alternative sizes of boats would be

of interest but will require much additional data on parameters.

The possibility of trading old boats in on new ones should also be

investigated. The present models do not allow such rcvcrsability in

investments.

The integer. restriction suggests that it would be meaningful to study

the opportunities for increasing the net worth of fishermen through holding

companies to reduce capital individibilities. If additional management costs

were minimal, such an arrangement could be significant in increasing net

worth.

A previous study I 23 discribed a dynamic stochastic model that differed

from the one presented here in that prices and catches did not have to be

assumed known in advance The dyn-mic model learns the prices and catches in

each harvesting period, just as does the shrimp fisherman. Thus, random or

actual sequences of prices and catches may be utilized to obtain optimal

decision rules that closely simulate industry conditions. The integer

refinement along with the refinements mentioned up to this point should be

implemented with the dynamic model to more closely reflect industry

conditions and to make definitive recommendations



Finally the models should be very carefully monitored using parameter

and initial state data from a variety of fishing firms and making comparisons

of optimal prescriptions with actual decisions. Guidelines may be obtained

for the industry in general using hypothetical initial conditions and parameter

values. However exact prescriptions for any given firm should be obtained

using that firm's particular initial asset position and it's own parameter

values. Computer costs for individual appl'cation of such models, given

that the firm has the expertise to obtain and apply the information, should

generally be less than $100 per year.
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